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LUXAFLEX® Pirouette® SHADINGS

DESIGNER EXCLUSIVE INNOVATIVE SHADINGS
LUXAFLEX® Pirouette® Shadings provide
softly curved, elegant horizontal fabric
vanes attached to a sheer backing for
an enhanced way of controlling light and
privacy for you and your family.

Luxaﬂex Pirouette Shadings Fabric Collection offers 7 distinctly
unique fabric ranges – Satin, Linen, Satin Metallic, Angelica,
Bamboo Flax, Cotton and Shantung. The Fabric Ranges
feature traditional, modern and fashion forward colour palettes
ranging from warm, subdued hues to natural, earthen shades to
vivacious, daring tones. Exclusively distributed through Luxaﬂex
Window Fashions Galleries and David Jones, patented Luxaﬂex
Pirouette Shadings provide a window covering solution like no
other.

Combined with poised
precision and elegant control,
LUXAFLEX ® Pirouette®
Shadings will transform and
reinvent any room.
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PIROUETTE® Features & Beneﬁts

UNIQUE DESIGN
Luxaﬂex Pirouette Shadings provide reﬁned features with
innovative design that creates a window covering solution
like no other. The soft horizontal fabric vanes attached to
a single sheer backing allow for enhanced views to the
outside and full beauty of the fabric appearance on the
inside. The sheer backing also reduces glare and ﬁlters
harmful UV rays.

INNOVATIVE OPERATION
The revolutionary and patented Invisi-Lift System
suspends the shadings’ soft vanes for variable light
control, allowing the vanes to be raised and lowered
without obstructing the view.

VERSATILE FUNCTIONALITY
To ﬁnish your look with uninterrupted colour and texture,
a matching fabric-covered headrail and bottom rail is
standard on all Luxaﬂex Pirouette Shadings.

ULTIMATE FLEXIBILITY
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PIROUETTE® Operating Systems

Providing convenient control and enhanced child safety, the lifting systems
available with Luxaﬂex Pirouette Shadings are both unique and innovative.

EasyRise features a continuous cord loop system for easy operation no matter the size of
the shadings. The cord tensioner is mounted to the frame for enhanced child safety.

Ultraglide® Operating System features a retractable pull cord system that remains at the
same length whether the shading is raised or lowered. The single cord operation means
enhanced child safety.

PowerRise with Platinum Technology provides touch-of-a-button operation for precise light
control, privacy and enhanced child safety. Choose among a hand-held remote or wireless
wall switch.
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PIROUETTE® Fabrics

SATIN
This silky fabric has a smooth,
consistent pattern and a dense, rich
weave giving the Satin Fabric Range a
contemporary and sophisticated look
with lustrous shine.

SATIN METALLIC
With an opulent twist on the Satin fabric range,
Satin Metallic provides a luminous silver,
gold or copper overlay to create an
unexpected shimmer.

LINEN
With a classic and timeless pattern
of linen, in a variety of earthen-tone
colours, the woven Linen Fabric Range
is the ideal choice to accent windows
with a natural texture.

BAMBOO FLAX
A blend of contrasting yarns with
intended v and dimension, Bamboo
Flax is natural simplicity.
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PIROUETTE
LUXAFLEX® ®Pirouette
Fabrics ® SHADINGS

ANGELICA
Providing a unique option of
matching sheer coloured backing,
Angelica boasts saturated colours
and elegance.

SHANTUNG
Offering a luminescent sheen combined
with the look of raw silk in bold hues,
Shantung adds drama to any room.

COTTON
The eco-conscious Cotton fabric range
is made from 80% recycled yarns,
providing a highly textured aesthetic in a
deep natural colour palette.
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PIROUETTE® Vane Size

Luxaﬂex Pirouette Shadings offer inspiring views and provide comforting
privacy to effortlessly enhance your décor and maximise your view.

100MM VANE SIZE
Provides a classic, understated look
with admirable view through.

100mm Opened

100mm Closed

120MM VANE SIZE
Makes a bold statement and creates
a dramatic look for any window, whilst
providing ﬁrst-rate view through.

120mm Opened
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120mm Closed
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®®
PIROUETTE
LUXAFLEX
Pirouette
Opacity ® SHADINGS

The soft horizontal fabric vanes of Luxaﬂex Pirouette Shadings are attached
to a single sheer backing allowing for enhanced views to the outside and
full beauty of the fabric appearance on the inside.

Translucent fabric vanes ﬁlter ambient
sunlight, even when the vanes are closed,
to provide a warm glow in any room.

Translucent

Room Darkening fabric vanes help darken
your room and provide complete privacy
without total darkness. Note: this is not a
blockout product. A warm glow will ﬁlter
between each vane.

Room Darkening
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PIROUETTE® Fabric Bottom Panel

The bottom fabric panel on Pirouette Shadings is adjusted to accommodate the height of the shading. The height of the bottom fabric
panel varies with vane size and ordered height. This is a normal, inherent characteristic of the product. Depending on the shading height,
the bottom fabric panel will vary in size up to 100mm for the 100mm vane size and up to 120mm for the 120mm vane size.
To ensure shadings are fabricated with bottom fabric panels of the same height, they must be ordered with identical height measurements,
at the same time, in the same vane size, same fabric, and the same mounting style.

VANE ALIGNMENT
Side-by-side vane alignment can create a dramatic statement and uniform appearance in any room. To ensure optimal vane alignment in
side-by-side shades, they must be of the same fabric style, colour, vane size, opacity and drop.
For shadings of the same fabric ranges, colour, vane size, opacity and drop, vane alignment should be within 3mm.
For shadings of different fabric ranges, colour, vane size, opacity and mounted at the same drop, the vane alignment should be within 8mm
from one shading to another.
For reveal mounted shadings, if the ordered heights are within 10mm of one another, order both shadings using the greater of the two
height measurements.

Pictured: Vane alignment with varying bottom fabric panel
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PIROUETTE® Fabric Bottom Panel

ZERO BOTTOM PANEL (ZBP)
As an alternative option to the varying bottom fabric panel on Pirouette Shadings, Zero Bottom Panel can be requested.
Zero Bottom Panel eliminates the fabric panel at the bottom of the Pirouette Shadings, making it into an operable vane. This means that
when the vanes are opened for view through, the last vane will also open and there will not be any fabric panels obstructing the view.

BEFORE

AFTER

Face Mount With Flat Fabric Panel

Face Mount With Zero Bottom Fabric Panel

The ﬂat panel of fabric becomes a longer, operable vane

Due to the fabrication process and the nature of Pirouette Shading fabrics, note the below requirements and conditions for
Zero Bottom Panel.

Mounting Requirements
t
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